
10/6/20 202 I support expanding beach hours for dogs. Current ones are confusing and having extra time would decrease the density when dogs are on the beach. 

10/6/20 202 Please allow dogs to be in the park for extended hours—there is plenty of room for everyone.  Thanks! 

10/6/20 202 I support extending the hours that dogs on a leash can be walked about Mission Bay. 

10/6/20 202
I fully support the proposal from to change dog restriction hours to just 10 am -4 pm year round on Mission Bay to give local dog owners more time in the 
mornings and evenings while there is still sunlight. The current hours are much to restrictive and unfair to the community.

10/6/20 202
Please consider extending hours during which dogs can be walked on the beach and bay. Pet owners need more flexibility in the schedule and others will in no way 
be harmed by the extension   

10/6/20 202

I am supportive of PB Town councils proposal to change the allowable hours for dogs on the beach to 10:00am - 4:00pm year-round. It would be great to give dog 
owners more daylight hours to spent in the park with their dogs. As an owner of 2 dogs, I would enjoy being able to walk around Crown Point park with them 
earlier in the evening as soon as I am done with work instead of waiting until 6pm.

10/6/20 202

I am writing to express vehement objection to the proposal of increasing hours where dogs are permitted around Mission Bay and area beaches. Although many 
dogs and their owners are good and orderly, a large portion present a nuisance and refuse to abide by leash laws. This results in dogs barking at early morning 
hours and owners failing to clean up after their pets. As such, we hope for more enforcement rather than widening of hours where dogs are permitted on area 
beaches.  

10/6/20 202 It would be fantastic if the hours changed for allowing dogs on the beach to 10-4 year-round.  I fully support this change.

10/6/20 202

I support for PB town council's proposal for hours change to 10:00am - 4:00pm. 

Dogs should be able to walk on the path more time, on leash.  Great exercise for owner and pet.

10/6/20 202
Please consider changing dog closure hours to 10 am to 4pm year round. This would allow more access for dog owners.  Personally be greatly appreciated as 
property owner since 1963.

10/6/20 202 Please extend dog hours allowed on the bays. Our residents will be very thankful  

10/6/20 202 Please expand the hours dogs are allowed on the beach and to keep it year round.  Dogs love the beach and would like more opportunity to enjoy  it.

10/6/20 202 I'd like to express my support for PB town council's proposal for hours change to 10:00am - 4:00pm year round. The current times are too strict. Thank you.

10/6/20 202

From moving away from the beach to more affordable housing it is extremely difficult to enjoy walking my dog on the sidewalks around the bay. We love the walk 
and enjoy being close to the water however the dog hours make this a frustrating process. A happy and healthy dog that doesn't bother neighbors is a dog that is 
regularly exercised and trained. This can't be done in the dark late evening hours. Allowing the dog hours to be year round from before 9 and after 4 would allow 
that extra time to exercise after work as well as provide a stable consistent hours for all people to follow. 

10/6/20 202

I would LOVE to have more hours to have my dog on the bay year round. Having the 6 pm rules in effect until November 1st is unrealistic as it gets dark at 6:30 
starting as early as late September already. Having them allowed later in the mornings would also be beneficial for me (and many people I know) who start work 
really early and need to take mid-morning walks with their dogs as early morning walks are unrealistic for our work schedules. 

10/6/20 202

Support for PB town council's proposal for hours change to 10:00am - 4:00pm. Please open the bay and the beaches to dogs for longer hours. My dog is my child 
and always with me and it's impossible for me to fully enjoy the outdoors with the hours we have right now. A lot of trash at the beach is produced by people and 
not dogs. 

10/6/20 202

I would like to show my support for the extended hours for dogs at the beach in Mission Bay and PB. It’s a safer way to help dog owner’s walk their dogs and not 
be forced to stay on the bike path or the narrow streets in those neighborhoods. 

Definitely helpful, specially now with the Covid situation when we should be keeping more social distance in public. That extra time in the morning and evening will 
make a big difference. 

Thank you.

10/6/20 202 More hours for dogs at parks in the morning and evening. 

10/6/20 202

Would love to see extension of dog-friendly hours in 92109   

Most dog owners are extremely responsible and bringing our family companion greatly enhances our enjoyment! Thank you for your consideration and service  

10/6/20 202 Support for PB town council's proposal for hours change to 10:00am 4:00pm.

10/6/20 202 Please change hours to be no dogs 10-4 all year round!  It will really help working dog owners so much!  Thank you!!

10/6/20 202

Please consider changing the allowed hours to walk dogs from 10 am to 4 pm year round, or a less restrictive schedule so that as dog owners we also have more 
time to go on a walk.  

10/6/20 202 I support the proposed extended dog walking hours 10 am to 4 pm year round. 

10/6/20 202 Support for PB Town Council's proposal for hours change to 10:00am-4:00pm

10/6/20 202 I oppose any change in hours for walking Dogs on Mission Bay Park.

10/6/20 202
I would really love if dog hours for Mission Bay Park and preferably the boardwalk and beach be 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. year round to allow for more time in the 
mornings and evenings. It is frustrating to wait until after 6 p.m. to walk my dogs on the beach when I live 50 feet from it. 

10/4/20 202
Please vote yes to accept the extended dog hours at Mission Bay. Walking dogs on sidewalk does not interfere with other activities. Waiting till 6pm causes 
conflicts with darkness, dinner, etc.

10/6/20 202

I enthusiastically support Mission Bay Park's relaxing no-dog restricted hours to 10AM-4PM daily, adding three more permissible hours, for LEASHED DOGS ONLY.  

The dog population in 92109 exploded, and local dog owners like me need more resources in walking distance to neighborhoods, especially in south PB. Changing 
restricted hours to 10AM-4PM would allow much more flexible park access for community dog walkers. It’s a environmentally friendly change that encourages 
walking instead of driving, and could mitigate the need to build another dog park. 

This action alleviates congestion at the only dog park (Capehart) in 92109, and relieves some crowding and off-leash issues at Kate Sessions Park and elementary 
schools.  

Negative impact on park visitors is minimal to none. I’ve lived at the edge of Crown Point Shores Park for 32 years. I exercise there weekdays. There are few park 
visitors before 10AM. Most visitors leave before 4PM, even at the peak of summer. The area is vast; it’s very easy to spread out. 

I also support much heftier fines for people with off-leash dogs, and for people who don’t pick up their dog’s poop. 

10/6/20 202 Extending the hours for dogs allowed around Mission Bay to 10:00am - 4:00pm year-round would be greatly appreciated and used by the community. 

10/6/20 202 I support changing the dog hours on the boardwalk to 10-4pm year round. Thank you!

10/6/20 202

I think it is necessary to adjust the hours that dog are allowed to be responsibly walked on our beaches. As a resident of over 15 years, and a dog owner half of 
those, it’s abundantly clear that the dogs are not the problem on our beaches. With one small extremely inconvenient dog park available, there need to be more 
options. 

10/6/20 202

As dog-owners, I think it is very sad that the times we can take our dog to walk along the beach in MB and PB are so limited. Especially during the off-season and 
during the week, well-behaved dogs should be allowed on the boardwalk as it is usually not crowded during those times. I kindly ask you to make PB and MB more 
dog friendly. 

10/6/20 202
Allow expansion of dog hours that they are allowed on the beach/ boardwalk. As a local, I would like to be able to walk my dog on the beach/ boardwalk instead of 
the street at all hours of the day. 

10/6/20 202
I am writing to support updating the hours that dogs are allowed on the bay/beach/boardwalk to 10am-4pm year round. As a new dog owner who has no yard and 
works full time, having additional daylight hours that I can take my dog for a walk is extremely helpful. Thank you. 

10/6/20 202 item #202, support for PB town council's proposal for hours change to 10:00am - 4:00pm

10/6/20 202
Would greatly appreciate having more time to walk my dog around the bay and not worry about it becoming dark. We both love walking out there and the time 
constraints really limit our time out there. 

10/6/20 202
Please consider extending the dog's allowed hours for Mission Bay! It's one of the few places centrally located where dog owners can bring their pets while safely 
social distancing. 

10/6/20 202 I would like to propose the hours to change to 10 AM - 4 PM all year around, As long as the dogs are leashed, they are not harmful. 

10/6/20 202
Please change the dog non-permitted times to 10am-4pm year-round. 
Thank you
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10/6/20 202

Support for PB town councils proposal for hours change to 10AM - 4PM 

We don’t get to enjoy the park as much due to the time restrictions. It’s unfortunate especially if you are within walking distance that we can’t enjoy with our 
pups. 

10/6/20 202

I would like the hours at mission bay to be changed because currently in October the sun sets at 630. That gives me an 30 minutes to walk with my dog before it 
gets dark and scary out. Please consider that many people do not feel safe coming and going after the sun sets. I also cannot see the ground as well and there has 
been a lot of garbage lately and I don’t want a $600 vet bill because I couldn’t see the old piece of cake on the grass at night time. I have attached a photo taken 
at 6:30 by the time I walked back to my car at 7 it was dark. Thank you  

10/6/20 202

Not that dog owners abide by the current times dogs can be on the boardwalk on the beach or bay. If the times are adjusted maybe we need to enforce and ticket 
dog owners if they are walking their dogs during restricted times. It’s very dangerous with all the skaters and bike riders. We’ve had a few accidents because of 
the dogs. Owners don’t think of their own pets saftey let alone other people. And they don’t pick up after their dogs either and dog poop is all over the place.

10/6/20 202

It would be great if we can loosen the restrictive times owners have to walk their pets on the bays and beaches. Especially with COVID and working from home, 
our days start later or end earlier, and since there are also less people physically present... leashed animals shouldnt be an issue. Please let us exercise our dogs 
on leash at leisure- there shouldnt be restrictive times at all quite honestly... imagine telling a human they cant take their baby on the bay during certain times 
because they cry too much or poop their diaper.... it wouldnt happen because its a ridiculous rule to have just like the pet hours restriction

10/6/20 202 I am in support of updating the hours for dogs to be on leash before 10am and after 4pm. 

10/6/21 202 Please extend the hours that dogs are allowed on the bay. 

10/6/20 202

I am writing in regards to the limited hours dogs are limited to walks on the mission bay bike paths and crown point park. First, we should give the dog families 
more time rather than just limit them to an hour before the sun goes down. I personally  do not like to walk back in the dark with my dog. Secondly, it’s hard to 
have a dog and not be able to go anywhere with them and this could effect people adopting dogs. In the long run, it will improve our community and the well 
being to our fur babies. Please consider giving doggy owners a little bit more time  to enjoy a walk and a view. I live down the street and decide not to go because 
I can’t bring my dog. I pay a lot on rent to enjoy my neighborhood. 

10/6/20 202 I would like to advocate for the dogs not allowed hours to be year round from 10am- 4pm

10/6/20 202

I support the hours change for dogs to be allowed at mission bay to before 10:00am - and after 4:00pm year round.  

As a female I feel unsafe walking my dog after 6:00pm in these areas, especially after day late savings when it begins getting dark much earlier. 

10/6/20 202

I would SO appreciate if dog hours on the beach are extended to end at 10 AM, and to start earlier in the afternoon. Especially in the winter, being able to take my 
dogs to the beach while the sun is out is so good for them. I recently moved here to SD and I find that San Diegans are the most welcoming and accommodating 
people to have dogs around. I’m sure one more hour on the beach has high payoff for the minimal inconveniences it causes, considering how much people love 
them!

10/6/20 202

My wife and I own two dogs and there have been many times when we would like to walk the path around Mission Bay, only to have the overly restrictive hours 
impact our plans.  I am fully in support of expanding the hours when dog owners can use the Mission Bay walkway like anyone else.  There's no logical reason for 
restricting access to THESE sidewalks when compared to sidewalks anywhere else.  The walkway should be open to dog owners at any time. 

thanks 

10/6/20 202

I support the PB town council's proposal for hours changing to 10:00am - 4:00pm year round.  As a pet owner, I make sure to walk my pet on a leash and pick-up 
after my pet as well. We live in a city that is very pet friendly and it would be nice to be able to have access to the beach/walkways a little earlier during the 
summer months. Additionally, it get's dark earlier in October and as a female, I feel safer when I am able to walk my pet during daylight. 

10/6/20 202

I strongly support the proposal to change the hours during which leashed dogs are not allowed on the boardwalk to 10am-4pm year round.  A large percentage of 
households in our area have dogs.  It is important for both dogs and for people in our community to get exercise and walking on the boardwalk and being able to 
enjoy our beautiful coastline while doing so is a perfect way to get exercise.  It  will also be very beneficial from a mental health point of view, since this is an 
activity that would reduce stress and anxiety.  We pay a great deal in taxes to live in this area and should have more freedom to enjoy it to the fullest.  The 
current rules are much too restrictive, particularly during the months when dogs are prohibited until 6pm. Thank you for your serious consideration of this matter.

10/6/20 202
With our work schedule we find it difficult to take advantage of our beautiful Mission Bay Park with our dog. Changing the hours to 10 AM - 4 PM would greatly 
improve our access.

10/6/20 202 Yes please allow leashed dogs before 10 and after 4pm year round!  Often times we go to walk our dogs here and can’t because of the time restrictions, so sad.

10/6/20 202

The dog leash hours are fine as they are. Dog owners have all of fiesta island 24/7 off leash, and a park on Solidad Mt. Road. Dog walking hours Enforcement is 
lax, and dog owners are taking advantage of this situation. I personally do not feel safe running in mission with dogs out, and I, too, cannot use the park during 
work hours.

10/6/20 202
Please change these arcane hours. There is no good reason for such harsh restrictions on residents walking their dogs on leash on what is essentially a public 
walkway. 

10/6/20 202
Need more leash enforcement. I run on a beach daily and get across with unleashed dogs constantly. Extending hours is reckless and put children, pedestrian and 
others at risk. If anything current regulations need to be enforced more strictly 

10/6/20 202 Do not give dogs more time! Dogs make the pathways more crowded and dangerous. Please do not extend dog hours! 

10/6/20 202

Hello - I am a resident and dog parent in Pacific Beach, CA. One of the main reasons we located this neighborhood when we moved to San Diego in 2016 was 
because of the beach access. We love to walk the beach with our dog both morning and evenings for exercise and community. During this pandemic, we've been 
able to check-in on neighbors and friends through social distanced and masked conversations outdoors at the beach. The current hours where dogs are allows on-
leash are too limited, particularly during winter hours. We would all welcome more time on the beach or bay with our furry, four-legged friends. I strongly agree 
with the proposal to extend hours to 10 am in the AM and allow dogs on beach starting at 4 PM daily. Having this expanded time frame kept consistent year-round 
would be ideal for local residents who count on the beach for daily exercise. Please do extend these hours so that we can make the beach more enjoyable for more 
residents of this beachside community. Thank you!

10/6/20 202 I support loosening the restrictions on dogs at public parks from 10am-4pm year round. 

10/6/20 202
Support for PB town council's proposal for hours change to 10:00 am - 4:00 pm to allow dogs on the bay. I'm a nurse and we work odd hours, it would be nice to 
have more times to be able to walk the dogs

10/6/20 202
I live in PB and due to the time frame my dog hardly ever gets to go to the beach, which is not only sad but I think it's very restrictive, even in the high season it's 
never too crowded as walking areas very wide and space isn't much of an issue here. It just seems arbitrary to me

10/6/20 202

One of the special things about living in Mission Beach is having such close proximity to the beach and bay—a pricy commodity that is reflected in the high housing 
costs in the area. This proximity affords the ability to take walks down at the water to enjoy one of San Diego gems; an activity that I like to enjoy with my pet 
Lola. Unfortunately, however, the hours during which we are able to take our pets on walks down at the bay is significantly restricted. For those residents with 
restrictive work schedules or other responsibilities, these hours are often inaccessible. Opening the hours up for dog walks at the beach and bay would expand our 
access to this commodity and also provide an additional source of revenue for the city through enforcement of those parties who choose not to leash their dogs. 
This also would reduce traffic congestion in the evening hours with dog walkers by affording us the ability to take our pets out earlier in the day at the bay, and 
ultimately improve residents’ (and their pet’s) quality of life.

10/10/20202 Allow dogs in parks!!!!

10/6/20 202

My parent live in Clairemont in the house I grew up in and have two small dogs.  I have since moved to Carlsbad and own a German Shepherd.  We have always 
taken the dogs to Fiesta Island for family gatherings, but now my parents are in their 80's and cannot walk over the sand on the Island, they are not stable.  We 
recently gathered at Mission Bay Park to celebrate my mother's 81st birthday. We went to Mission BAy because the ground is stable there for walking, but  we had 
to leave the dogs behind because of the restrictions.  If my parents were able to bring their dogs earlier in the day could walk them during daylight hours when it 
is warm out.  Many seniors would benefit from this change!  Please consider changing the hours of restriction to 10am - 4pm, San Diegans love their dogs and 
Mission Bay!

10/6/20 202
I support changing the hours dogs are allowed around Mission Bay from 10-4 year round. Those hours would allow locals extra time to exercise our dogs in the 
only park accessible to most residents at hours unlikely to impact beach goers.

10/6/20 202 I support changing no dog hours to the set schedule 10 am to 4 pm to be consistent and not confusing and give everyone a fair chance to use the park.

10/6/20 202

I am hoping you change the hours dogs are not allowed on the bay from 10:00am-4:00pm. It is a shame that we have miles of beach all around us and can't even 
enjoy a good walk with our pups. I especially would like the morning opened up  to 10:00am. The bay does not even have that many people on it prior to 10am. 
Thank you for considering. 

10/6/20 202
I support changing the “Dogs Not Allowed” hours on the beach and boardwalk to 10 am - 4 pm year round. This adjustment will allow me and my always-leashed 
dog to enjoy the beach more often. Thank you

10/6/20 202

Support for PB town councils proposal for hours change to 10:00am-4:00pm. I work from home and live walking distance to the bay and beaches in Pacific Beach. 
I would like to exercise my dog after work. I work from home, and I exercise my dog by rollerblading or running the boardwalk. I feel safer on the boardwalk with 
no cars, and cannot run safely on the streets with many intersections and cars not paying attention to pedestrians. 
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10/6/20 202

I agree that the hours that dogs are permitted on the bay should change to accommodate owners especially in the morning time, to be able to have more exercise 
time with their pet without having to rush to beat the 9am curfew. Having the curfew end at 4:00pm is helpful for those of us who like to walk our pets after work 
and before it gets dark outside.

10/6/20 202
I’d like to express my support for extending the fog hours for beach and boardwalk. I think those of us who live in the area often have dogs and that dog 
friendliness constributes to a positive vibe in our neighborhood. Obviously, all dog owners should be responsible for their pets— picking up poop etc. 

10/6/20 202

Please consider loosening up the dog-allowed hours at local bays. Consider one day a week open for dogs or fewer daily hours where dogs are prohibited. As it 
stands, you can't even walk your dog legally across the sand from the boardwalk to load them into a kayak which I think is utterly ridiculous. A large majority of 
dogs live here in this community and their Heath and happiness isn't being adequately supported. Thank you

10/6/20 202
I support adding extra hours for PB residents to walk our dogs at the bay and on the boardwalk. Maintaining a quarantine has been hard on the dogs not being 
able to go to the park and having some extra time for them to exercise and burn of some pent up energy sounds like a great idea. 

10/6/20 202

Please DO NOT extend hours for dogs allowed on the beach and boardwalk.  Many dog owners are irresponsible and keep their dogs off leash to let them run and 
play catch.  Meanwhile, my family is surfing and boogie boarding in the ocean and bike riding on the boardwalk.  A large dog ran to my 4 year old in the water 
right before 9am and attacked my son because the dog's owner was very irresponsible allowing her dog to run off leash.   Without increased police enforcement 
ensuring ALL dogs remain on leash at ALL times and violators are ticketed EVERY TIME, hours for dogs should NOT increase.  Increasing dog hours is decreasing 
public safety.

10/6/20 202
I was told you are voting on the times dog owners can have their pets on the boardwalk and beaches. Waiting until 6pm to walk in these areas is late. It is not as 
safe either especially for females to be walking around the parks. Summertime perhaps start at 4 or 5. Winter at 4 works just fine. 

10/6/20 202 I support PB town council's proposal for hours change to 10:00am - 4:00pm). 

10/6/20 202

Dogs are the new kids! We all work long and hard and to be able to get to the beach with the dogs is a great stress reliever. Please change to hours to allow us to 
get to  more time to spend at the beach during daylight hours, which is so much safer. Please make everyone happy with this little change which would mean so 
much. Thank you.

10/6/20 202

A couple of comments on the proposed amendment to the  dogs out on Mission Bay. There is a very large dog population on Mission Bay. People of all types of 
persuasions and occupations Own the dogs along the bay. Although I am out at the moment it is light, I see many people not even start to venture out especially 
on weekends until like 8 or 9 AM. Having more flexibility for when we could take our dogs out would be much appreciated, especially for working dog parents. 
Thank you

10/6/20 202
I am in favor of the hours for dogs in mission bay to permanently be changed so that dog owners have additional time in the mornings and evenings to enjoy the 
park with their dogs. 

10/6/20 202
Proposing that the city please loosen up these hours a little to give dog owners more time in the morning and evening. Item #202 for hours change to 10:00am - 
4:00pm year-round. Thank you! 

10/6/20 202
Pets ON LEASH should not be restricted, especially for the purpose of running/walking on the pathway. This ordinance hurts more than it helps and forces people 
to make unnecessary sacrifice. 

10/6/20 202 Proposed longer hours for dogs allowed on boardwalk

10/6/20 202 Please allow more time for dogs in the parks 

10/6/20 202
The lack of enforcement and lack of compliance with leash laws and hours have already created what amounts to an off leash dog park on the bay beaches daily. 
Incessant barking and dog fights are rampant. Please limit the hours and use and enforce the hours and laws.

10/6/20 202

Please allow dog owners more time to walk our doggies. 

We could ALL use an extra hour or two in the AM & PM

10/6/20 202

I am in support of changing the “dogs not allowed” hours from 10-4. I am not a dog owner myself, however I have many friends who are dog owners. This would 
help as they get home from work in the winter and want to take their dog for a walk on the beach. In November, the sun sets before 5. Dog owners should be 
allowed to take their dogs for walks around Mission Bay when it is still daylight. 

10/6/20 202

I think it would be very beneficial to increase the hours  in the morning and the afternoons for Mission Bay park to allow dogs on leash. I would especially hope the 
hours are increased in the evenings as it gets dark earlier in the fall. Many people have dogs in this area and they need to be exercised in order to be happy and 
healthy. I would also like to mention how much having a dog has helped my mental  and physical health. It has also greatly increased my daily exercise by going 
on long walks. I hope you consider this proposal thank you. 

10/6/20 202

It is inappropriate to exclude leashed dogs from walking paths in Mission Bay Park. The park is for the people of San Diego, including those who own dogs. Many 
dogs cannot be walked on Fiesta Island as they need a more controlled environment. Over a third of San Diego households own dogs. Many of those people only 
visit parks with their dogs so restrictions on hours when dogs may be walked essentially excludes them from that amenity. Any increase in hours when San 
Diegans with dogs can access this major public park will improve the situation, especially for residents who live in the area.

10/6/20 202

I would like to see the committee adjust the hours to allow for more flexibility for dog owners.  For years I have had to wake very early in the morning in order to 
"get the walk in" before restricted hours on the boardwalk.  Being a resident and property owner I should have more flexibility in the hours I'm allowed to walk me 
dog along the water!

10/6/20 202 Please amend Hours that dogs can be in the beached year round to 10-4pm. 

10/6/20 202

San Diego is blessed for so many reasons. Many residents and visitors enjoy walks along the bays and beaches. It's great that they are there to enjoy any time of 
the day. However, if we want to take our dogs, which we consider family, we are severely limited. Work schedules, meal preps, and many obligations along with 
the limited daylight hours allowed for bringing dogs makes it difficult on all of us dog parents.  Please add an hour in the morning and keep the 4:00PM opening 
year round.  There is lots of room to share.  Thank you for your consideration.

10/6/20 202

San Diego is blessed for so many reasons. Many residents and visitors enjoy walks along the bays and beaches. It's great that they are there to enjoy any time of 
the day. However, if we want to take our dogs, which we consider family, we are severely limited. Work schedules, meal preps, and many obligations along with 
the limited daylight hours allowed for bringing dogs makes it difficult on all of us dog parents.  Please add an hour in the morning and keep the 4:00PM opening 
year round.  There is lots of room to share.  Thank you for your consideration.

10/6/20 202 I’m in full support of expanding the hours dogs are allowed on the beach and boardwalk year-round. 

10/6/20 202
I would like to support agenda item #202 for consideration. This would consider changing the hours for dogs allowed in the beach and bay areas to 10am-4pm 
year round. Thank you.

10/6/20 202 Please allow the dog hours on beaches and parks to be changed to 10-4pm year round. 

10/8/20 202
Please say yes to the proposal  of extending the hours that dogs on leash can be in the Mission Bay parks from 10-4 year round.  As a senior, single female it’s 
starting to get dark by 6  & I don’t feel safe walking alone. The consistency of keeping the same hrs will also help the elderly follow the timeline

10/6/20 202

I clean the beach from Crystal Pier to Tourmaline most days for the last year now. I've picked up 300 bags of trash. I don't mind dogs at Mission Bay because 
there is not much wildlife there anyway, although a lot of dog walkers leave their doggy poop bags everywhere and I think there needs to be signs about fines.  
But at Tourmaline beach just north of there, there are a lot of endangered shore birds. Marbled Godwits, Whimbrels, plovers, egrets.  There are people who walk 
their dogs UNLEASHED there all the time. No one sees them but me. Those dogs chase the endangered shore birds and they tire them out.  I checked with San 
Diego Audobon Society and they said this is not supposed to happen.  Please please please, post a sign around that area that there are endagered birds.  When 
those dogs chase those birds, they tire them out and then they lose weight and can't finish any migrations.  There is already plastic in their bellies (I have multiple 
videos of birds being chased by all different breeds of dogs at all different times of days and also videos of birds eating plastic) and therefore are already weak.

10/6/20 202
Allow dogs and dog owners more time in the outdoors! 
Extend the hours dogs are allowed on the boardwalk, parks, and beaches

10/6/20 202 As a long time Pacific Beach resident and homeowner, I support extending allowable hours for dogs on the boardwalk. 

10/6/20 202 Reduce dogs restriction access hours year round 

10/6/20 202
Please allow dogs to be out on the bay during more reasonable hours. We have very little options to take our dog out on a walk and it would be nice to have more 
hours during the day to allow us to fit in walks on the bay with our dogs. This is a much needed change. 

10/6/20 202 As a local dog owner and daily visitor (at Mission Bay Park), I strongly support the move to relax time restrictions for dogs. I am in favor of 10am-4pm year-round.

10/6/20 202 Open longer hours for dog owners to walk dogs, 10am-4pm all year round. 

10/6/20 202

Please consider expanding the hours for our dogs to enjoy our beaches and parks  my schedule is constantly changing, especially in this Covid environment, so 
more opportunity to take my best furry friend out   

Thanks for listening to this every election voter   

10/6/20 202 Hi, I support the change to allow more hours during the day (year round) for dogs to be allowed at mission bay . Thank you for considering. 

10/6/20 202

I strongly urge you to change the hours when dogs are allowed in Mission Bay  Parks. Would like the  
time dogs are allowed be 10AM - 4PM year round.  I am a senior citizen and the present hours cause me problems. I own my home, pay my taxes,  and find these 
hours a problem. Thank you for your consideration.
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10/6/20 202

Please do not extend the hours that dogs are allowed on the beaches and boardwalks in Mission Beach Park. There is already poor enforcement of the current 
access and leash laws resulting in uncomfortable encounters with poorly managed dogs. More people are enjoying the beach and more interactions with dogs will 
make matters worse. Please continue the current restrictions on dog access to boardwalks and beaches in Mission Bay Park. There is plenty of area on Fiesta 
Island for dog owners to share their time with other dog owners without endangering the rest of the public.

10/6/20 202

We are an elderly couple (ages 78 and 80) and have lived in Mission Beach since 1967. We have a dog that is regularly walked on the bay and beach.  We support 
the modifications of the hours that dogs are allowed on the beach. After 4 pm and before 10 am year around would benefit everyone and our dogs.  Right now I 
am concerned about having to wait four more weeks for the 4 pm start time after DST ends.  It will be dark before the current 6 pm start time.mThank you for 
your consideration. Sincerely, Mary and Doug Swenson

10/6/20 202 Please allow for the hours when dogs are permitted to be extended to 10 AM - 4 PM year round. 

10/6/20 202

I would like to express my support in extended hours for dogs on the bayside boardwalk and beach.  Responsible dog owners deserve the right for a safe, clean 
place to walk their pets during the day.  The sidewalks and alleyways do not offer this.  Sidewalks are blocked by scooters, and alleyways are littered with trash 
and speeding cars.  On weekends, I cannot risk losing a parking spot to drive to a dog friendly beach, and thus am constricted to the alleyway. Increased dog 
traffic will not leave a footprint anywhere near that of the scooter companies.

10/6/20 202
Would love to walk my dog during daylight! Before 10am and 4pm makes sense year round. 
Thanks!

10/6/20 202 We are in full support of changing the hours that dogs are allowed on the boardwalk. I never understood why they were there to begin with. 

10/6/20 206
Please adjust the hours for which dogs are allowed on the beach. My dog loves walking the beach during the day, and many times this is not possibles with my 
current work hours and the allowable hours for dogs to walk on the beach. 

10/6/20

Hello! Please consider the change of dog walking hours in PB/MB. I personally have lived in PB for over 7 years and now in Crown Point more specifically for a year. 
I have 2 dogs and love walking them before or after work but the limited hours have made it difficult especially if you are trying to get in before the sun goes 
down. The change of hours between summer and winter is also confusing. Please consider the simpler,10:00 am - 4:00 pm year-round, proposed by PB Town 
Council, which I support! It's unfortunate we don't have an open dog beach area like OB, but adjusting the time for leashed/walking hours would be wonderful for 
dog parents. Thanks.

10/6/20

There is new progress on the ReWild Mission Bay project. At their October 14th meeting, the Regional Water Quality Control Board will review a City of San Diego 
proposal to create a new alternative for ongoing De Anza planning in the northeast corner of Mission Bay. The City is proposing to spend $1.25 million on habitat 
improvements to Kendall-Frost, technical studies for wetland restoration, and a new alternative that commits to planning for 80 acres of new wetland with sea 
level rise by 2100, what the ReWild Mission Bay project has been pushing for for the last year and a half. I'd be happy to answer any questions that I can about 
the project, or direct you to the City contact for the project. Thanks.

10/6/20 Please support extended hours for dogs to be in the park, it’s very needed and as there is so much space this should be a win win for everyone. 

10/6/20
I would love to see the dog friendly hours expanded at mission bay park! Between bikes, strollers, scooters, and the many families around, dogs aren’t much more 
of an inconvenience. Dogs are like family and I’d love to have more flexibility to enjoy beautiful mission bay with our beloved pets!

10/6/20 In support  (Item #202) for hours change to 10:00am - 4:00pm year-round Dog Restriction

10/6/20

Please reconsider the times that dogs are allowed on the boardwalk to be 10am-4pm all year. 

Thank you!

10/6/20

Open Mission Bay Park for dogs from 10am-4pm year round. It's difficult to get to the park earlier and 6pm is late if you want dinner. Please consider these hours 
year round. 
Points to consider: 
Dog population explosion/overcrowding in smaller venues like Kate Sessions and elementary schools 

- Environmentally friendly because it opens more space close to underserved neighborhoods in south PB, reduces traffic/local driving. Encourages local park use 

- Increased convenience for local residents 

- Minimal impact to tourists (they’re not using the park at these times generally) 

- This functionally doubles availability of parklands to San Diego dog owners. 

- Increased revenue stream for off leash and pooping violations. 

10/6/20
Please adopt the extended hours for people that want to take their dogs to the public parks and beaches. It is too dark at night during the winter time for me to 
take my dog after work and still   feel safe.  If I coul take my dog for a walk earlier on the evening, or later in the mornin, we would both benefit tremendously!!

10/6/20
Would love if boardwalk hours for dogs were loosened up! I think dogs should be allowed to walk at least on the pavement all hours of the day not just before 9 
and after 6pm - especially now when it is already so dark so early. 9-4 year round would be a nice start, though.
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